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I came on tumbled Kirk Culross, larded o’er with fantastic garlands all bendy in pedant coloer. The 
mantling carried charge thereof in Argent, Gueles and Or, a scheme of Fife all crusilly seemed with 
cross’ – each mark upon put forth the place of other obscure host, it being also God’s watch shut o’er 
made, humble and lost with progress to old age, a place once built about oath of God. 

  
Heraldry holds a peculiar status in our world of objects. It sits somewhere between exercise book, 
trophy, the sporting badge, stamp of corporation and public institution. Heraldic devices are the 
epitome of design, yet seem somehow to have sprung into being, as an army of skeletons, fully formed, 
from the seed of Hydras teeth. 
 
These devices, sanction, oath and herald, are taken for granted existing commonly around us, humbly 
and prosaically. Even in their more polemic, or possibly sinister, role of rallying device and symbols of 
fealty – as flags, and emblems of exclusion and discrimination – their collected images are seldom 
considered much. They have become as colloquialisms and sayings – living but invisible. 
  

On banner couchant and fuming low upon the heap; a knight armed at all points, on horse at speed in 
full; in dexter hand a sword erect, and surcoat silver and all proper. On sinister a shield of gold 
charged with rampant lion red; of helmet visor o’er shot, upon which wreaths of gold and red and of 
the forth mantled.  

  
Heraldic images open onto the past – whether it be that of our forefolk or of our childhood – they have 
the ability to step off the page, remind us of a time where all things that live apart from us – the 
abstract, the distant lands, laws of God, and past beyond limits of personal experience – exist on equal 
terms. 
  
Such collected images are a product of a past where if there was a god in heaven there must be a reason 
for everything and everything must have a reason. More prosaically, leopard sits side by side with 
unicorn. In our attempt to grasp and relay it in familiar terms the natural is no less fabulous than legend. 
  

And of the slughorn stone dislodged, made of it sport about the turvey couch. 
  
As a mirror of God, the Seal – imperfectly observed and reconciled to our own frames of reference – 
becomes a Mermaid, her looking glass a symbol of the vanity that ensnares her victims and herself. She 
reflects both the fish (brute beast) and the face of man – but lacking a soul, her likeness, imperfect, is 
to us as ours is to God. 



In heraldry a thing is made real and lives in its image – we should not perceive them as gaudy illustration; 
a flat lifeless cut-out from a picture dictionary of elementary qualities and abstracted characteristics. 
Somewhere between social and personal, meanings come together, are forged in alliance – and through 
the same process are lost. 
  

We settled our say in accord, apart from those whose careless stay upon the yarn has worn the knot 
brittle, scattered thin and reedy about the plot. 

  
Craig Coulthard’s work wants to get lost too. The banner is worn on the stone as the church by the land, 
the map. They belong in the same way; like the trace on a map that describes a thing in language and 
form, giving it name both as a type of feature, and one personal and particular. 
  

Dim with warmth the muffling shot, obscure cold stands off; puts stem upon the bitter force, just as 
snow overcounting, makes even, in affection close. 

  
The chosen venues, meeting houses of God, have fallen into silence and obscurity – but by this 
loosening of attention a new kind of space opens up. It seems here the past is mediated – listened to and 
valued in the same way as the recollections of an old man, references exist as an object, drawn through 
into the present, rather than a door onto an idealised past.  
  
As with all spaces that have ceased to belong as they once did, the structures of the place, or different 
historical figures get confused into one – use and image merged and overcrossed. There seems little 
urge to rescue either work or host. Coulthard’s art seems, like its host, to have become mindful and 
placid as to its role or fate – abandoned and careless of those forces who would use them for their own 
sport. 
  

Over-green with verdant cloth, worn light about it as the delvers mark – wherein, put up to wait upon 
account, calls to remove with hinge at cock. 
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